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PRISON POPULATION, POLICY TO REDUCE, RISK TO COMMUNITY 
Matter of Public Interest 

THE SPEAKER (Mr F. Riebeling):  Today I received a letter from the Leader of the Opposition seeking to 
debate as a matter of public interest the following motion - 

That this House condemns the Labor Government for placing the community at increased risk by 
pursuing a policy to deliberately reduce the prison population, through relaxing conditions of parole and 
community based orders and abolishing six month sentences, and thereby allowing serious offenders to 
remain on our streets 

If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it. 

[At least five members rose in their places.] 

The SPEAKER:  The matter shall proceed on the usual basis. 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the Opposition) [2.57 pm]:  I move the motion.  

We have seen a series of tragic events over the past two weeks.  When those events occurred, this Government, 
as is typical of its conduct, immediately headed into a period of damage control by announcing reviews and 
reports and pretending to be acting.  However, members of the public are not fools.  They understand that the 
Gallop Labor Government is soft on crime, because this Labor Government and the Premier, who is not at 
present in the Chamber, have a deliberate policy of reducing the rate of imprisonment.  There is absolutely no 
doubt that the Gallop Government puts the welfare of prisoners ahead of the safety of our community.  In the 
past week we have seen - 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Mr Speaker, I can barely hear myself, but I am addressing you.   

The SPEAKER:  I know that many members think they are very clever at interjections.  I do not particularly 
share that view.  I ask members to listen, and if they disagree with what the Leader of the Opposition says, they 
will have an opportunity to say something.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  At the beginning of last week a prisoner on parole who had repeatedly breached his parole 
conditions killed a young woman.  He then took other members of the community hostage in a 12-hour siege 
situation.  In another incident, a prisoner released on bail for the rape of a fellow inmate allegedly led a pack rape 
of a woman, and was then released on bail again.  We saw an example of a vicious assault on an elderly couple 
in Midland.  An 80-year-old woman was taken to hospital with a broken nose after being hit with a baseball bat.  
I do not know whether that incident involved a prisoner out on bail, but I would not be surprised.  I do not know, 
but it will be interesting when that offender is caught.  We also saw a juvenile accused of bashing a man to death 
on Christmas Eve released from jail despite the fact that he had breached his parole conditions.  These are four 
examples of parole and bail breaches.  There was also the violent assault on an elderly couple -  

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  You have no basis for saying they were out on parole. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  That occurred in the minister’s electorate. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  You have no basis for saying they were out on parole.  You are crazy! 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I am crazy!  That is what the Minister for Justice says.  Crazy I might be, but I will always 
put the safety of the community ahead of the welfare of prisoners.  Make no mistake: the policy of the Labor 
Party and the Government of which you are a member, Mr Speaker, is to reduce imprisonment rates.  That is the 
Government’s objective.  The first plank of that policy is to relax the strictness with which violations of parole 
are dealt with.  The Government seems to be succeeding there.  There is virtually no enforcement of parole.  The 
second plank of the policy is to allow improved access to bail.  Improved access!  What does that mean?  What 
useless words!  It means easy access to bail.  The Government also wants to release prisoners at their earliest 
release date.  That is the Government’s policy of two years ago.  The Government is now seeking to add a fourth 
plank to that policy through its recent legislation to abolish six-month sentences.  We know from comments that 
have been made by the member for Kalgoorlie that people on sentences of up to six months have committed 
offences including burglary, assault and sexual assault - violent criminal offences.  We now have four planks to a 
policy that is designed to get people out of jail and, if they offend while on parole or breach their parole 
conditions, not to put them back in jail.  In the past 10 days we have seen four incidents, yet the minister calls me 
stupid!  

Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 
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Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The minister may make fun of it, but people in the community, not the least of whom are 
elderly people in the minister’s electorate, do not think this is funny.  Last week the minister could not even 
provide accurate information.  We now know, because the minister corrected that information today, that in 
2002-03, 2 902 people were out on parole.  Two-thirds of those people - 2 086 - are deemed by the authorities to 
be high risk, yet they are out in the community on parole.  It is little wonder the community is concerned about 
the number of violent attacks that have occurred just in the past week.  Whom is the Government concerned 
about?  Where is the Premier?  One of the prime responsibilities of a Government is to provide safety and 
protection for the community.  The Labor Government and the Labor Premier are failing - not by chance or 
misadventure, but because of their deliberate policy to have dangerous people out on the streets instead of in jail.  
It is little wonder that violent incidents are occurring.  If the Government continues with this policy, that will 
continue to happen.   

The record shows that because of this policy 400 people who should be in jail are out on the streets.  The 
majority of those people are a danger to the community.  It is little wonder that people in the community, 
particularly elderly people, are frightened.  The Labor Government under Dr Gallop is releasing people from jail 
and not enforcing parole conditions.  The results are there for all to see.  It is almost a sick joke that last Friday 
the Government released a series of fact sheets.  Has the Government no sensitivity or understanding of the 
concerns of the community?  Last Friday, after the events of the past 10 days and the massive publicity about 
them, the Government released a document titled “Reducing Imprisonment Program”.  One of the headings is 
“Correcting the Trend”.  Correcting the trend for whom?  The criminals of this State may feel that they are 
having their trend corrected.  However, the Government is doing nothing at all for the community.  I will read a 
couple of quotes from the report released by the Government last Friday - not two years since it started the 
policy.  Under the heading “Administrative Reforms”, the report states - 

New breaching and drug testing policies have been developed so that when an offender has not 
complied with a condition of their order, there is a range of sanctions other than prison. 

This Government looks for anything but putting a criminal back in jail, anything but putting a rapist back in jail, 
and anything but putting a person who mugs an elderly couple back in jail.  This Government looks for anything 
other than putting them where they should be.  Another quote from the report under the heading “Bail and 
Remand Reform” states - 

Strategies have been adopted to improve access to bail, where appropriate, and to reduce the number of 
people remanded to prison, or held in prison when bail has been set. 

This Government does not want people to be in jail.  The icing is on the cake in terms of what this document 
says, a document released by the Premier.  Where is the Premier?  Again he is not in the Chamber.  The Premier 
is missing in action on any significant issue for this community. 

Cop this, Mr Speaker: under the heading “Achievements So Far”, this is the achievement - 
Since the Government introduced the Reducing Imprisonment Program, the number of people in prison 
has reduced from almost 3,200 in January 2001 to 2,855 in May 2003. 

That is a reduction of 345 people and is this Government’s measure of achievement.  The community now 
understands that Labor is soft on crime, it is soft on criminals, it does not mind if they breach parole, it does not 
mind if they breach bail, it gets them out of jail as soon as it can, it gets rid of sentences of six months 
imprisonment or less so that there is less chance of them going to jail, and it regards that as an achievement.  
There is only one credible way to reduce the rate of imprisonment; that is, to reduce the rate of crime.  I repeat: 
this Premier, who is not in the Chamber, and his Labor Government have more concern for the welfare of 
criminals and prisoners than they do for the law-abiding citizens of this State. 

MS S.E. WALKER (Nedlands) [3.07 pm]:  I rise to support the motion by the Leader of the Opposition and to 
say that I am very concerned about the cover-up by the Minister for Justice on telling people the facts about the 
offender who was on parole last week when he shot to death a young woman and held people hostage. 

I refer to a quote from the Minister for Justice in The West Australian of 21 August 2003.  She did not tell us that 
the man had been on bail for an offence.  She tried to make out that he had not been reporting under his parole 
conditions.  When I asked her when he had been bailed and when a bench warrant had been issued, she rose 
today and tried to make out that I was trying to mislead her.   

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  You did! 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I remind her of the question I asked, to which she did not give the right answer.  I asked her 
whether the minister had ascertained whether a warrant had been issued for the offender and on which date.  She 
said that her advice was that the Department of Justice issued no official bench warrant.   
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Mrs C.L. Edwardes:  The minister knew that the police had issued a bench warrant and she covered it up. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  She said today that the police had issued a bench warrant.  She covered it up. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  What a load of nonsense! 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  She covered it up.  The minister again covered it up when she was asked about the matter 
outside this Parliament on 21 August.  She said that the man at the centre of the 12-hour hunt had been in breach 
of his parole conditions since June.  How did I find out that he had been bailed?  Somebody told me.  I happened 
to mention the matter when I was out to dinner and I found out from somebody that the man was on bail.  I also 
found out that he had been the subject of an offence report in February this year.  The minister knew that when 
she stood before Parliament.  She can sit there and laugh, but she knew.  She would have had the full details of 
that matter, but she covered it up.   

Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  She covered it up.  She can go on with her usual droll way of talking in an attempt to 
minimise the matter, but she covered it up. 

Mr N.R. Marlborough:  What is the reason for covering it up? 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  It is because this Government is accountable and it does not want to be. 

Public safety in this State is being undermined by the legislation and policies being dreamt up by the Gallop 
Government that are part of its regressive reducing imprisonment strategy, of which we have heard so much 
from the member for Fremantle and the Premier.  Crackpot Bills and crackpot policies have been introduced into 
this House.  The Minister for Justice has said that somebody’s head should roll, that someone else is responsible 
and that the Government will do an independent review.  Why should the Government do an independent review 
when the Auditor General did one two years ago?  The Auditor General told the Ministry of Justice and the 
public of Western Australia about the problems associated with high-risk offenders.  The editorial of The West 
Australian refers to the minister’s call for an independent review as a standard political response to buy time by 
putting pressing questions of public interest on hold while a review is carried out.  The minister should be 
accountable and responsible.  She is exposing the community to unnecessary danger.  The Opposition does not 
believe that this matter can be put on hold.  The minister should be at the Ministry of Justice with her sleeves 
rolled up giving immediate directions for the tightening of supervision, particularly of high-risk parolees in the 
community.  The minister should read the Auditor General’s report of 2001 - she obviously has not done so.  The 
minister has not stated that she has the situation under control.  She has not stated that she has read the Auditor 
General’s report of 2001, nor has she referred to the features and characteristics of high-risk parolees, to which I 
will refer in a minute.  The minister has put the matter off.  She has said to Western Australians, “In a month, I 
will tell you what the Government will do about high-risk parolees.  However, in the meantime, I am sorry that I 
forgot to mention that the parolee did not have a bench warrant from the Ministry of Justice.”  When I 
questioned the minister in this House about the parolee to whom I earlier referred, the minister admitted that he 
was on bail while he was on parole.   
Mr N.R. Marlborough:  You are too clever!   
Ms S.E. WALKER:  That is the first sensible thing that the member for Peel has said since I have been a member 
of this House.  The member should go back to the bar, which is where I usually see him, and fall asleep in front 
of Days of Our Lives.  When I rush into the bar to get a meal because I am preparing for a debate, the member 
for Peel is usually watching Days of Our Lives, and is often seen snoring.   

Do members recall last year’s Sentence Administration Bill?  It has now been proclaimed.  Instead of offenders 
being on parole for just two years - which had been the situation for many years in this State - a person who is 
sentenced to 18 years jail can be released on parole for 50 per cent of that time.  How will the minister manage a 
person who spends nine years on parole?  Given the damning criticism of the justice ministry in the Auditor 
General’s report, the Government cannot manage an offender who is on parole for two years.  How will the 
Government manage a person who receives a sentence of life imprisonment and is released on parole, and lives, 
for 50 years?  How will that person be managed under the new Sentence Administration Act?   

I know that the member for Kalgoorlie wishes to speak.  I will give the Attorney General, who has just recently 
completed his law degree, and the Minister for Justice a word of advice.  I will tell them what Hon Joe Berinson 
said about parole.  The following is the philosophy behind parole.  On 29 October 1987, then the Minister for 
Corrective Services said -  

This Bill is intended to change the parole system to meet the main points of the criticism of it.  
However, the basic philosophy of parole is retained.  Some have argued in fact that parole should be 
abolished.  That view is rejected by the Government on the basis that parole, in practice, has proved 
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useful and constructive in very many cases.  It remains an important alternative in the available range of 
prison and community-based penalties.   

This Bill preserves the nature of parole -  

This is relevant to parole in this State -  

as a part of the period under sentence, but a part which is served under supervision in the community 
rather than in prison.   

I note that the offender was not supervised.  When it was thought that the parolee had been in breach of only his 
conditions, we counted that he had breached them 12 times.  However, that is a conservative estimate.  Since 
May, the parolee has not turned up.  The former Minister for Corrective Services also said -  

The system will continue to be supported by the sanction that a serious breach of parole returns the 
offender to prison.   

I say that, procedurally, not turning up 12 times and committing an offence while on parole is a serious breach.  
He is a person of interest in two burglaries that have been committed since 2 February 2003.  That is a serious 
breach.  The minister must ask herself why that man was not picked up.   

I finish by referring to the words of Hon Joe Berinson -  

While parole, as modified by the Bill, will in future be virtually automatic in the great variety of cases, 
the Parole Board will have an unfettered discretion to defer, refuse, or cancel parole where special 
considerations, particularly questions of public safety, arise.   

That is what this is all about.  For years professionals have said parole should run for a maximum of two years.  
In our system, parole is open-ended and a person can be on parole for years.  This Government could not manage 
a prisoner on parole for two years.  Members should read the Auditor General’s report to learn about that.  A 
person should have his parole cancelled if questions of public safety arise.  It did not happen in this case because 
the operation of the Department of Justice is a shambles.   

MR J.A. McGINTY (Fremantle - Attorney General) [3.15 pm]:  We heard from a desperate and disingenuous 
Leader of the Opposition today.  I say that with some sadness because, notwithstanding the views of a number of 
my colleagues, I regard him as a member of this House who makes a worthwhile contribution to debates.  Today 
we have seen an attempt to dishonestly milk a very unfortunate situation for base political purposes.  That 
situation is the tragic death of a young woman in the south of the metropolitan area last week.   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  A young woman was murdered.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Indeed.  What is the Leader of the Opposition trying to do about it?  He is spreading 
misinformation in this place and trying to score a cheap political point from the tragic death of a woman.   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  You are soft on crime.  Your deliberate policy is to reduce imprisonment.  Read your own 
propaganda.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The Leader of the Opposition can do better than that.  Is he embarrassed about the position 
he is putting here today?   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  No, I am not. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  He should be.  I give the Leader of the Opposition an example of how he has been 
completely disingenuous.  The motion before the House today refers to the abolition of six-month jail terms as 
one of the reasons serious offenders remain on the streets.  The Sentence Administration Bill has not been 
proclaimed.  It is not on the statute books of this State.  It is not in force.  Somehow, this legislation that has not 
been proclaimed - notwithstanding that the Leader of the Opposition told the House that it has been proclaimed -  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  No, I did not.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The Leader of the Opposition or the member for Nedlands stood and said that the Bill has 
been proclaimed.  That is wrong.   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  Point of order!   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It is not a point of order. 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  You are telling a porky.  It is not the truth.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The Opposition said that this Bill had been proclaimed.  It has not.   

Mr R.F. Johnson:  We did not say that. 
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Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Yes, the Opposition did.   

Ms S.E. Walker:  I said that the sentence administration -  

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  No.  I will come to the Sentence Administration Bill in a minute.  I will point something 
out to the member. 

Ms S.E. Walker:  Has it been proclaimed?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  According to the Opposition, one of reasons that serious offenders have supposedly been 
allowed to remain on the streets is a piece of legislation that has not yet been proclaimed.  How genuine is that?  

The Leader of the Opposition was disingenuous in another way.  He referred to a range of publications, 
including the Department of Justice’s “Reducing Imprisonment Program”.  He said that it was insensitive of the 
department to release that last Friday.  The document was published in June.   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  It was put on the web site on Friday.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  No.  It was on the web site in June.  I looked at it then. 

Mr R.F. Johnson:  Has it been there continuously?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Yes.  It was put on the web site while I was the minister responsible for this area.  That is 
how I know.  To assist members in their consideration of all these matters, I make available copies of the four 
documents that have been referred to, including the “Reducing Imprisonment Program”.  There are enough 
copies for anyone who is interested to inform themselves on this matter.   

[The paper was tabled for the information of members.] 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I invite members to help themselves to those because they spell out the position.   

I refer to members’ lack of knowledge and dishonesty in the way in which things are presented to this House.  I 
advise the member for Nedlands that she can get a copy of the Sentence Administration Bill, which has not yet 
been proclaimed.  We have been misled by the member for Nedlands, who obviously has not read the Bill.   

Mrs M.H. Roberts:  She will read it and apologise for it when she finds out she is incorrect.   

Point of Order 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Point of order -   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  There is no point of order.  The member knows that she is abusing the process.   

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Unless the member can point to a standing order, I will rule that there is no point of 
order.  Clearly, there is no point of order. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Had the member for Nedlands read the Sentence Administration Bill, she would have 
known that it does not provide - as the member has repeated time and again - that 50 per cent of a sentence will 
be spent on parole.  It does not provide anything of the sort.  The member gave an example of someone who 
received an 18-year sentence who would spend nine years on parole.  Wrong, wrong, wrong.  The member might 
like to stand up - not by way of a bogus point of order - and apologise to the House for misleading it.  The 
member was wrong; the legislation does nothing of the sort.   

Ms S.E. Walker:  What does it do?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The member should read the Bill.  She is wrong.  She should apologise for being so 
fundamentally wrong in what she has told the House.  The member should get her facts right so that we can have 
an informed debate that is not based on fiery rhetoric about the misinformation that has been flowing from the 
other side of the House.   

When we came to Government in February 2001, Western Australia had the highest rate of imprisonment of any 
State in Australia.  Today it still has the highest rate of imprisonment of any State in Australia.  That is a 
problem.  It indicates to me that we are not getting something right.   

Several members interjected.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Just listen to me.  The first point is that we locked up more of our citizens than any other 
State in Australia, and we still do.   

Mr R.F. Johnson:  If they commit crimes -  
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Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Are Western Australians more criminal than people in the other States?  I do not think even 
the member would advance that nonsense.  The second point is that Western Australia had the highest rate of 
prisoners who reoffended than other State.  Within a two-year period, 45 per cent - nearly half of the people who 
came out of prison - reoffended in a sufficiently serious way to be reimprisoned.  What does that suggest to 
members when they separate themselves from the political rhetoric and try not to milk last week’s tragic death 
for base political gain?  There is no option other than to lock up and deal harshly with major, serious criminals 
who represent a threat to society.  However, a significant number of offenders whose offending by any measure 
was minor - I am talking about people who are imprisoned for driving a car without a motor vehicle licence, for 
example - are hardly a threat to the community.  The Government believes there is a better way to punish those 
people for their transgressions rather than putting them in the most expensive - 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  Is sexual assault minor?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  No, of course it is not.  Members should bear in mind the important distinction between 
major, serious offences that pose a risk to the community and minor offences - for instance, driving a motor 
vehicle without a licence - for which far too many people are imprisoned.  I do not think any members in this 
House would think for one minute that we ought to imprison people for driving a motor vehicle without a 
licence.  If any member thinks that, please put up his hand.  Good luck to the member for Avon.  I do not think 
that anyone would seriously agree with him.   

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  I remind the members for Cockburn and Kalgoorlie that a colleague of theirs is on 
his feet and has the call, whereas the members do not.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I refer to the rate of imprisonment.  At the beginning of 2001, the State imprisoned 220 
people for every 100 000 people.  The Australian average is 140 imprisonments per 100 000 people.  Western 
Australia still has the highest rate of imprisonment in the nation.  However, prior to a number of these changes, 
the State took the most expensive and counterproductive option, which was reflected in the rates of recidivism.  
Minor offenders who are locked up with serious criminals learn the tricks of the trade.  They reoffend and are 
sent back to prison for committing more serious offences.  If we are serious about making our community safer, 
we must look at more effective ways of punishing minor offenders in the community.  That is what we did.  If 
there is any suggestion that we were other than absolutely committed to making the community safer by making 
an intelligent response to minor offending - rather than a knee-jerk response - it is misplaced. 

Members should look at some of the things the Government has done during its time in office.  I will mention a 
few things that we have done that really mark out the role of this Government in dealing with crime and 
punishment as part of the law and order debate in this State.  We are very proud of the DNA legislation, and it 
will be used - 

Mr P.D. Omodei interjected. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  But the previous Government could not bring it in and introduce it to this House; we did.  
Those opposite were incapable of doing it.  It is being used today in this State to track down and convict serious 
criminals.  Then there was the bikie legislation, which those opposite were all over the place with.  They did not 
want to introduce it; they did not do it during their term in government.  What this Government did was one of 
the most appropriate responses to one of the most heinous crimes in the history of this State - the car bombing of 
Don Hancock and Lou Lewis.  We brought in a tough response to enable us to deal with bikies and organised 
crime in this State, and it was without doubt the toughest law in the country to deal with that scourge.  The 
special commissioner under that Act has the power to dismantle fortifications on bikie premises.  The 
considerable efforts undertaken to confiscate assets and to deal with them effectively, through the Director of 
Public Prosecutions, the courts and the Police Service in this State, in the past two and a half years have been 
outstanding.  I remember the previous Government’s former police minister standing in this place and 
apologising for allowing bikie groups to break the law on the basis that they were attending the funeral of one of 
their brothers.  I did not realise the Leader of the Opposition was so “in” on the bikie jargon.  It was not his 
brother at all; it was the funeral of a bikie.  The Leader of the Opposition condoned the breaking of the law in 
that way.  If those opposite want to talk about who is soft on crime, they should have a look at what we have 
done in respect of bikies.  Those opposite did nothing - nothing to deal with this scourge in our community! 

Mr C.J. Barnett interjected. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  If the Leader of the Opposition is serious about talking about bikie gangs, I will have that 
debate with him any time he likes. 

Mr C.J. Barnett interjected. 
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Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The bikie legislation is soft on crime?  How credible is that statement? 

I now refer to the Corruption and Crime Commission legislation.  Those opposite had a discredited organisation 
dealing with corruption in this State.  Where is it now?  We are waiting to implement the new anti-corruption 
body, which is being held up by opposition parties in the upper House.  The legislation should be in place now so 
that we in this State have the toughest anti-corruption laws in the country.  Instead, what do we have?  This 
legislation is being held up in the upper House rather than being passed to make sure that the Government can 
deal with serious crime and corruption by police and other people in this State.  Those opposite are holding it up 
rather than making sure - 

Mr R.F. Johnson:  No, we are not. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Yes, you are.  Who brought in the laws dealing with assaults on the elderly in this State and 
increasing the penalties for that?  We wanted to bring on for debate this week significant amendments to the 
Criminal Code to introduce a significant range of tough new penalties.  Who is not ready to debate it this week?  
Those members opposite. 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  You are letting prisoners out of jail - 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  We are dealing with the real problems in this community. 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  You are letting prisoners get back on the street, more than any other person in government. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  What a load of simplistic claptrap. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order, members! 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  When looking at the nature of people who are in prison, it is clear that we will not allow out 
into the community those people who represent a threat to the community.  I ask members to reflect briefly on 
the case of Robert Excell, who was approved for parole by the Parole Board.  We said no. 

Ms S.E. Walker:  You’re an emotional manipulator! 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Would the member have let him out into the community? 

Ms S.E. Walker:  You’re an emotional manipulator! 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Would the member have let him out into the community? 

Ms S.E. Walker:  You’re an emotional manipulator!  You’re disgraceful.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The member has said that five times.  The record is a bit stuck, is it?  The poor old member 
for Nedlands just keeps repeating the same thing over and over again.  She does not add anything to the weight 
of the argument.   

Robert Excell represented a threat to the community.  This Government said that he should not be allowed back 
into the community.  We also said to the Parole Board of WA that Brian Yorkshire, a multiple rapist, should not 
be released because he posed a threat to the community.  When the killer of a Churchlands Senior High School 
student was recommended for release on parole, we said that he should not be released because he represented a 
threat to the community.  We have made it crystal clear that various other murderers, paedophiles and serious 
criminals in this State will not be allowed back into the community while we are in government, because the 
protection of the community is paramount.   

Let me return to the problem we identified when we came to government.  Western Australia had the highest rate 
of imprisonment of all the States; it also had the highest rate of recidivism of all the States.  Almost half the 
people released from prison went on to commit sufficiently serious crimes to cause them to be reimprisoned 
within two years.  We asked how we could deal with this, unlike members opposite who take great pride in 
locking up more and more citizens for no tangible gain in terms of community safety.  This Government 
developed four very important policies.  The first was to have minor offenders more appropriately punished in 
the community.  The second series of policies related to women - that small group of offenders who make up 
about six per cent of the prison population.  We developed specific policies designed to stop them reoffending 
when they were released back into the community.  The third policy we developed related to re-entry.  Millions 
of dollars in this year’s budget have been allocated to re-entry programs.  Rather than simply showing prisoners 
the door on the day they are released and giving them bus fares and wishing them well, we have arranged that 
they will be constantly worked with and supervised and that their offending behaviour and the underlying causes 
of it will be addressed on their release from prison, with one simple objective in mind: to stop them reoffending 
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to make the community safer.  This Government has allocated money - in a way the previous Government never 
did - to try to stop people reoffending on their release from prison.  The fourth policy we put in place - a 
collection of four major initiatives in the prisons area - related to drugs in prison.  Drug treatment programs were 
simply not available to prisoners.   

Ms S.E. Walker:  They are not available now.  Read the Auditor General’s report.  Have you read it?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The member might like to read the new policy and take note of the money that has been 
allocated in this year’s budget to deal with that problem.  Programs such as the methadone program were not 
available to prisoners while they were in a controlled environment.   

Ms S.E. Walker interjected. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Member for Nedlands! 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It was their drug taking that caused their offending behaviour.  We addressed the offending 
behaviour with one objective in mind - to ensure that the offending behaviour was addressed while people were 
in prison.  That was the best way to ensure that those people did not reoffend on their release back into the 
community.   

Those four policies combined represent the most significant shift in thinking in the way in which we make the 
community safer from that one group in the community that is most likely to commit serious offences.  The 
group of people in the community who are most likely to be criminals are the people who are released from 
prison, because they commit serious offences and are sent back to prison for those offences.  That is where crime 
prevention strategies need to be targeted.  Our crime prevention strategies are directly targeted at the one group 
that is clearly identified as being the most likely to commit offences.  Government resources can shift and they 
can address that behaviour.  One objective is to ensure that we bring under control this unacceptable level of 
reoffending by prisoners on their release into the community.  What are we met with in this Chamber?  We are 
met with misinformation and emotional rhetoric.  That is all it is.  There is no attempt by members opposite to 
say what they would do.  What would the Leader of the Opposition do?   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  I do not mind getting emotional about women being killed and raped or elderly couples being 
bashed.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Here we go; more emotional claptrap from the Leader of the Opposition.  He opposed our 
legislation to increase penalties for offences against senior citizens in this State.  He is a hypocrite.  He is saying 
one thing and doing another.  He has no credibility in the way in which he addresses these matters.  Let me make 
it quite clear: last week’s events were an absolute tragedy.  The person who committed the murder should not 
have been in the community.  His release was totally unrelated to his alleged offences.  The person was a serious 
offender who should not have been in the community; he should have been behind bars.  The Government has 
consistently said that.  He is not a minor offender and members opposite know it.   

I will show the Leader of the Opposition how disingenuous he is.  In the question he posed to the Premier today 
he purported to quote from a document entitled “Reducing imprisonment”.  However, he left out the key words 
in the paragraph he quoted.  Under the heading “Administrative Reforms” the paragraph reads - 

A structured Approach to Breaching of Community Orders.  New breaching and drug testing 
policies have been developed so that when an offender has not complied with the condition of their 
order, there is a range of sanctions other than prison.  Offenders are now only returned to prison for a 
breach when the reason for the breach justifies imprisonment - not for minor transgressions such as 
failing to meet a regular reporting obligation.  The effective implementation of this policy has already 
lowered the rate at which prison is used as a sanction for non-compliance with an order, while return to 
prison continues to be used where public safety is a concern.   

The Leader of the Opposition knows that that particular prisoner should have been back in prison a long time 
ago.  However, he deliberately left out the key element of the paragraph from which he quoted because it 
negated his entire argument.  He cannot selectively quote in that way and command credibility.  He knows as 
well as I do that that series of policies applies only to minor offenders who should not be in prison in the first 
place.  Major offenders who are a threat to the community in any way shape or form should be behind bars.  The 
Leader of the Opposition knows that, but he is trying to score a cheap political point.  It does him no credit 
whatsoever, because he is shooting in one direction when his real target should be in this direction.  The 
Government’s objectives with this raft of policies are quite clear.  The Government stands completely behind 
them for the very simple reason that they are sensible, intelligent and likely to achieve results.  The Leader of the 
Opposition’s rattling the sabre will achieve absolutely nothing.  
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Several government members:  Hear, hear!  

MR M.J. BIRNEY (Kalgoorlie) [3.37 pm]:  I do not know quite what to say.  It is always tough to follow a 
tough and decisive speaker.  Fortunately I do not have that problem!   

There is a great sea of divide between the approaches to law and order of the Labor and Liberal Parties.  From 
time to time, I have described the Labor Party as the mother of the justice system and the Liberal Party as the 
father of the justice system in Western Australia.  When we were children, we often received a much softer 
penalty from our mother than from our father.  The debate in this Chamber is reminiscent of that situation.  I 
should qualify my comments by saying that the Attorney General had the cappuccino machine taken away from 
the prisoners at the women’s prison, and the Minister for Justice ensured that prisoners could no longer 
undertake golf lessons.  That is about the extent of the Labor Party’s tough-on-crime policy.   
Mr N.R. Marlborough interjected.  

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Someone should give that man a lolly and pat him on the head - and do it quickly! 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  I call the member for Peel to order for the first time.  
Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  Thank you for your protection, Madam Deputy Speaker.  I will lower my voice somewhat 
because I have what I consider to be a very serious issue to raise in this debate.  I have in my possession a 
document produced by Senior Sergeant Eric Smith, the officer in charge of the Perth Children's Court.  I 
understand that he distributed this very disturbing document to police prosecutors around the State.  It gives 
some insight into the issue of juvenile justice in Western Australia and the fact that the three strikes legislation is 
not worth the paper it is written on.  I will read it into Hansard for the benefit of members, particularly the new 
Minister for Justice.  It is entitled “3 STRIKE LEGISLATION” and reads - 

Section 401(4) of the Criminal Code places an onus on the courts to sentence a repeat offender in 
relation to home burglaries to a term of detention of at least 12 months. 

Presumably this is based on experience.  The list continues -   

THINGS THAT DON’T COUNT AS STRIKES IN CHILDREN’S COURT    

•  Cautions  

If an offender is picked up by police and given a caution, that is not a strike.  It continues - 

•  Police or Court Referrals to Juvenile Justice Teams.  

•  Dealt with pursuant to Section 67 Young Offenders Act 1994 for time spent in custody or 
parental punishment.   

•  Youth community based order . . .    

Presumably the person has been found guilty prior to that happening.  If the community-based order is breached, 
that does not count as a strike unless the order is then cancelled and he is re-sentenced.  If an offender is 
sentenced to an intensive youth supervision order, that does not count as a strike.  If he breaches that intensive 
youth supervision order, that does not count as a strike unless the order is subsequently cancelled and he is re-
sentenced.  Home burglary attempts do not count as a strike.  If the police catch a juvenile red-handed, half in 
and half out of somebody’s window, that does not count as a strike.  Multiple offences count as one strike.  For 
offences committed prior to other convictions, if a person already has two strikes and is charged with an offence 
that was committed prior to the two conviction dates, the new offence does not count as a third strike because he 
will not have been committed and convicted pursuant to section 401(3) of the Criminal Code.  The next is 
interesting: Children’s Court convictions recorded more than two years previously do not count as strikes.  For 
example, a 16-year-old who committed multiple burglaries when he was 14 years of age could front up to the 
court for a subsequent burglary and that would count as his first strike. 

There is a crisis with juvenile justice in our court system today.  When the officer in charge of the Perth 
Children’s Court is moved to produce a document such as this and have the document distributed to police 
prosecutors around Western Australia, clearly there is a crisis in our justice system.  Clearly the courts are not 
carrying out the intent of the three-strikes legislation.  This issue has been around for some time.  We have all 
heard people talking about loopholes in the three-strikes legislation.  This is the first time that it has been 
verbalised properly.  Nonetheless, the Government is aware, and has been aware for some time, that the three-
strikes legislation is not working.  What has the Government done about it?  What is its answer to the problem of 
juvenile crime?  The Leader of the Opposition has already mentioned it.  The Government is on record as saying 
that it wants more access to bail.  Guess what?  It is working.   
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I refer to a case study.  On 5 June 2003 a juvenile based in Esperance appeared in the Esperance Children’s 
Court charged with stealing and receiving stolen property and stealing a motor vehicle, which was a motorbike.  
He was released on bail with a 24-hour curfew unless in the company of his mother or attending school.  On 13 
June the juvenile was arrested at 12.30 am when apprehended on the McKenzie Island Cruises charter boat.  He 
was charged with the following: aggravated burglary, possessing a prohibited drug, breach of non-protective bail 
condition, stealing, 13 damage offences and eight stealing offences.  He also broke into and damaged 13 other 
boats in the marina.  He threw expensive equipment such as an emergency position indicating radio beacon into 
the water.  As he was on bail for a serious offence under the Bail Act for stealing a motor vehicle, after he had 
appeared before two justices of the peace, police remanded him in custody, thank goodness!  He was 
subsequently transferred to Perth for a Children’s Court hearing.  On 16 June he appeared in the Perth Children’s 
Court and matters were remanded until 19 June so that bail supervision arrangements could be finalised.  He 
appeared in Perth Children’s Court again on 19 June, at which time he was released on bail to appear on 26 June.  
On 24 June he somehow found his way back to Esperance.  He was arrested and charged with the following: no 
drivers licence, using an unlicensed vehicle and breaching a non-protective bail condition.  He was seen riding 
an off-road motorbike around the streets of Esperance, and was eventually apprehended by members of the 
Esperance Football Club when he was “cutting up” their car park.  He was sent back to Perth and appeared in the 
Perth Children’s Court on 26 June.  He was released on bail yet again.  The Labor Party’s policy to provide more 
access to bail for people is working! 

Let me read members the account of another incident.  I refer to a 14-year-old Esperance juvenile.   

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  I remind the member to paraphrase rather than read lengthy documents.   

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  He was arrested while committing a stealing offence, and he has a previous record for 
aggravated burglary.  He was arrested and charged with aggravated burglary on 13 June, and he appeared in the 
Esperance court on 26 June.  He was released on bail with a 6.00 pm to 6.00 am curfew.  On 2 July, he was 
charged with four counts of burglary after breaking into Esperance Senior High School between 27 June and 30 
June.  The first offence was one day after being released on bail for his prior offence.  He stole a digital camera, 
money and confectionary.  He appeared in the Esperance court on 3 July to face those charges, and he was 
released on bail again.  I have not followed that case to the nth degree, but I would not be surprised if he were 
subsequently released on bail again.   

My point is that we have a crisis in juvenile justice in Western Australia.  In the first instance, the three strikes 
legislation is not working and is not being adhered to by our courts.  That is undoubted. 

Ms M.M. Quirk:  That’s not what the memorandum said.   

Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  The officer in charge of the Perth Children’s Court was moved to produce that document, I 
imagine, because he was frustrated with the way the Perth Children’s Court is conducting its business.   
Another penalty available to the court is an intensive use supervision order with suspended detention.   
The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order!  The member for Bunbury will come to order! 
Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I understand that the courts are imposing that option as the third strike punishment because it 
contains the word detention.  It is suspended detention, yet our courts impose it as a third strike penalty that 
should be a term of detention, not suspended detention.  Again, criminal juveniles are out running amok on our 
streets apparently unhindered.  The reality is that although some of these people are juveniles by virtue of their 
age, they are adults by virtue of their actions.  Some of them do not respect their parents, do not respect the 
police and certainly do not respect the community.  The only thing they truly respect is their freedom.  Until we 
have a Government backed by a political party prepared to take that freedom away from them when the case 
arises, sadly, we will not be able to address the problem in Western Australia.  Currently, we have a Government 
and a political party - namely, the Labor Party - that is more caught up with the rights of the offender than the 
rights of the victim.  That is particularly unfortunate.  Members opposite want to adopt this soft, warm and fuzzy 
approach and wrap offenders in cotton wool and hope that they might see the error of their ways.  If the Liberal 
Party is returned to government in this State, it will address the anomaly and ensure that people who transgress 
and offend the laws of Western Australia will be removed from the streets and locked up in order to give some 
respite to Western Australians who want to go about their business and work, to look after their families and to 
engage in recreation without being constantly hindered and hampered by people who have no respect for the 
community and who should not be on the streets today. 

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland - Minister for Justice) [3.49 pm]:  I am very pleased to join this debate so I 
can put some facts on the record for the benefit of the House.  It has been claimed today that, following the 
release of the Auditor General’s report, either nothing has been done or things have become more lax.  Nothing 
could be further from the truth.  The House needs to know that the Parole Board and the courts are bound by the 
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Sentencing Act 1995 and the Sentence Administration Act 1995 when imposing conditions on community or 
early release orders.  There has been no relaxation of conditions of parole or community-based orders.  
Conditions relating to parole are set by the Parole Board and the secretariat. 

The Auditor General’s report was released in 2001.  As part of the report a substantial review of community 
corrections practice and case management was undertaken.  Members opposite are trying to suggest that nothing 
has happened in the past two years.  That is quite clearly not the case.  I will advise the House of how things 
have changed over the past two years.  Unfortunately, members opposite have either not looked at the budget 
papers or did not ask questions in the Estimates Committee.  If they did ask questions, they did not understand 
the answers.  Quite demonstrably, there has been a significant number of improvements since the Auditor 
General’s report was released. 

Some of the initiatives include raising the standards and work practices of community corrections to ensure that 
those on community or early release orders meet their obligations.  In the first instance there has been a 
development of breach of order principles and policy to guide managers about offender breaches of community 
and early release orders.  Since coming to office this Government has added 55 new community corrections staff 
to increase resources at community corrections centres.  This Government has provided the additional 55 staff in 
the two years since the release of the report.  The Government has also established a level 6 senior casework 
supervisor position at each community corrections branch to train, monitor and supervise staff in case 
management standards.  The Government has also created a business improvement unit to develop, implement 
and monitor professional standards and practices surrounding case management.  Additional funding of 
$2 million has been provided for offender-targeted programs and the creation of new staff positions to deliver 
and monitor the programs.  There has been a continued rollout of training for staff; in particular, the 
implementation of certificate 4 in correctional practice as a minimum standard for staff to attain career 
progression.  Development and improvement in the training of staff has been undertaken, particularly a refocus 
on core operational practice training as a requirement for all new and existing staff.  In addition to this training 
there has been further expansion of training in specialist areas such as substance abuse, sexual offending and 
domestic violence to further the skill base and knowledge of staff working with offenders. 

The report of the Auditor General’s report released in 2001 reflected very poorly on the previous Government.  
The report was critical - 

Mr P.D. Omodei:  The former Government of three years ago! 

Mrs M.H. ROBERTS:  The report of the Auditor General came down in 2001.  The comment of the member for 
Warren-Blackwood is ignorant in that regard.  The report clearly discussed the situation in 2001, which was 
when we came to government.  I have just outlined to the House how this Government has improved community 
corrections since achieving office by providing an additional 55 staff and substantially more training and 
programs. 

As the Attorney General has clearly outlined, the Opposition is interested only in scoring a cheap political point 
out of someone losing her life.  The Opposition has tried to suggest today that it is somehow a result of changed 
legislation or policies by this Government since it came to office.  That is simply not the case.  Of course, it 
would be of immense concern to me if it were true.  However, it is not true.  

I have asked the chief executive officer of the Department of Justice quite plainly and directly whether he 
believed any change to legislation in the past couple of years since we had come to government had impacted on 
what occurred last week and the way in which that offender was handled.  His clear answer was no.  I also asked 
him whether any change to policy since we had come to government had meant that that offender was at large 
rather than back in prison, and his clear answer was no.  That being the case, one then asks why that offender 
was at large when quite clearly he should have been in prison.  The fact of the matter is that the legislation, the 
policies and the way in which the department is supposed to operate should have resulted in that offender being 
back in jail.  The fact that he was not back in jail and that his parole had not been cancelled will be seen when 
the report is released to be a matter of human error.  At this time I do not want, nor do I believe it is fair for me, 
to reflect on individual officers in the Department of Justice. 

Perhaps I will just hypothetically say to the House that if an officer in the department, contrary to policy and 
contrary to what he or she was supposed to be enforcing, had not referred the breach of these parole conditions to 
the Parole Board of WA so that it could make a decision whether to cancel the parole, that person would be 
feeling fairly poorly right now.  No doubt other people who have supervisory roles within the Department of 
Justice will also, quite rightly, have some concerns at this time.  I am sure that all those people in the Department 
of Justice who have had anything to do with the case management of that individual who offended last week will 
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be looking back at their actions and wondering whether they could have done anything that would have 
prevented such a tragic outcome.   

In its actions today and what it attempted to do last week, the Opposition has been quite wrong to suggest that 
some change to government policy or to legislation resulted in that person being at large when he should have 
been back in jail.  Nothing in the policies that this Government has put in place and nothing in the legislation that 
it has enacted since coming to government resulted in that person being at large.  Quite clearly, there has been a 
failure by the Department of Justice.  In my view, that failure is inexcusable.  It has cost someone her life and 
traumatised many other people.  I want to ensure that we get to the bottom of this.  I could come into this place 
with a report, and we could take quicker action than the independent review that will take a month.  However, I 
want this review to be independent of the Department of Justice and of government, and for somebody of 
integrity and standing in the community to examine the systems and give us his best advice on what occurred last 
week and how we can prevent it occurring again.  One thing we know for sure is that it is not to do with changed 
legislation and changed policies.  However, there has clearly been a major and serious failure.  On behalf of the 
Government and the community, I want answers.   

Question put and a division taken with the following result -  

Ayes (17) 

Mr C.J. Barnett Mr J.H.D. Day Mr R.F. Johnson Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Mrs C.L. Edwardes Mr P.D. Omodei Mr J.L. Bradshaw (Teller) 
Mr M.J. Birney Mr J.P.D. Edwards Mr P.G. Pendal  
Mr M.F. Board Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr R.N. Sweetman  
Dr E. Constable Mr M.G. House Mr M.W. Trenorden  
 

Noes (28) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Dr G.I. Gallop Mr J.A. McGinty Ms J.A. Radisich 
Mr J.J.M. Bowler Mr S.R. Hill Mr M. McGowan Mr E.S. Ripper 
Mr C.M. Brown Mr J.N. Hyde Ms S.M. McHale Mrs M.H. Roberts 
Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr D.A. Templeman 
Mr A.J. Dean Mr R.C. Kucera Mr M.P. Murray Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr F.M. Logan Mr A.P. O’Gorman Mr M.P. Whitely 
Dr J.M. Edwards Ms A.J. MacTiernan Mr J.R. Quigley Ms M.M. Quirk (Teller) 

            

Pairs 

 Mr A.D. Marshall Mr A.D. McRae 
 Mr B.J. Grylls Mrs C.A. Martin 

Question thus negatived.   
 


